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Abstra t

When n identi al randomly lo ated nodes, ea h apable of transmitting at W
bits/se and using a xed range, form a wireless network, the throughput (n) obtainable by ea h node for a randomly hosen destination is ( pnWlog n ) bits/se under
a non-interferen e proto ol.
If the nodes are optimally pla ed in a disk of unit area, traÆ patterns are optimally
assigned, and ea h transmission's range is optimally hosen,
p the bit-distan e produ t
that an be transported by the network per se ond is (W An) bit-meters/se
. Thus,

even under optimal ir umstan es, the throughput is only  pWn bits/se for ea h
node for a destination non-vanishingly far away.
Similar results also hold under an alternate physi al model where a required signalto-interferen e ratio is spe i ed for su essful re eptions.
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Fundamentally, it is the need for every node all over the domain to share whatever
portion of the hannel it is utilizing with nodes in its lo al neighborhood that is the
reason for the onstri tion in apa ity.
Splitting the hannel into several sub- hannels does not hange any of the results.
Some impli ations may be worth onsidering by designers. Sin e the throughput
furnished to ea h user diminishes to zero as the number of users is in reased, perhaps
networks onne ting smaller numbers of users, or featuring onne tions mostly with
nearby neighbors, may be more likely to be nd a eptan e.
Keywords: Wireless networks, ad ho networks, multi-hop radio networks, throughput, apa ity.

1 Introdu tion
Wireless networks onsist of a number of nodes whi h ommuni ate with ea h other over
a wireless hannel. Some wireless networks have a wired ba kbone with only the last hop
being wireless. Examples are ellular voi e and data networks and mobile IP. In others,
all links are wireless. One example of su h networks is multi-hop radio networks or ad ho
networks. Another possibly futuristi example, see [1℄, may be olle tions of \smart homes"
where omputers, mi rowave ovens, door lo ks, water sprinklers, and other \information
applian es" are inter onne ted by a wireless network.
It is to these types of all wireless networks that this paper is addressed. Su h networks
onsist of a group of nodes whi h ommuni ate with ea h other over a wireless hannel
without any entralized ontrol; see Figure 1. Nodes may ooperate in routing ea h others'
data pa kets. La k of any entralized ontrol and possible node mobility give rise to many
issues at the network, medium a ess, and physi al layers, whi h have no ounterparts in
the wired networks like internet, or in ellular networks.
At the network layer, the main problem is that of routing, whi h is exa erbated by the
time-varying network topology, power onstraints, and the hara teristi s of the wireless
hannel; see Ramanathan and Steenstrup [2℄ for an overview. The hoi e of medium a ess
s heme is also diÆ ult in ad ho networks due to the time-varying network topology and
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Figure 1: An ad ho wireless network
the la k of entralized ontrol. Use of TDMA or dynami assignment of frequen y bands is
omplex sin e there is no entralized ontrol as in ellular networks, FDMA is ineÆ ient in
dense networks, CDMA is diÆ ult to implement due to node mobility and the onsequent
need to keep tra k of the frequen y hopping patterns and/or spreading odes for nodes in
the time-varying neighborhood, and random a ess appears to be the urrent favorite. The
a ess problem when many nodes transmit to the same re eiver has been mu h studied in
the literature ever sin e the genesis of the ALOHA network, and bounds on the throughput
of su essful ollision free transmissions as well as transmission proto ols have been devised;
see Gallager [3℄. Sharing hannels in networks does lead to some new problems asso iated
with \hidden" terminals and \exposed" terminals. The proto ols MACA and its extension
MACAW, see Karn [4℄ and Bhargavan et al [5℄ respe tively, use a series of handshake signals
to resolve these problems to a ertain extent. This has been standardized in the IEEE
802.11 proto ol, see [6℄. At the physi al layer an important issue is that of power ontrol.
The transmission power of nodes needs to be regulated so that it is high enough to rea h the
intended re eiver while ausing minimal interferen e at other nodes. Iterative power ontrol
algorithms have been devised, see Bambos, Chen and Pottie [7℄ and Ulukus and Yates [8℄.
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In this paper we analyze the apa ity of wireless networks. We s ale spa e and suppose
that n nodes are lo ated in a region of area 1 sq. meter. Ea h node an transmit at W
bits/se over a ommon wireless hannel. We shall see that it is immaterial to our results1
if the hannel is broken up into several sub- hannels of apa ity W1, W2; : : : ; WM bits/se ,
as long as PMm=1 Wm = W . Pa kets are sent from node to node in a multi-hop fashion until
they rea h their nal destination. They an be bu ered at intermediate nodes while awaiting
transmission.
Due to spatial separation, several nodes an make wireless transmissions simultaneously,
provided there is no destru tive interferen e of a transmission by others. We will des ribe
in the sequel under what onditions a wireless transmission over a sub- hannel is re eived
su essfully by its intended re ipient.
We will onsider two types of networks, Arbitrary Networks, where the node lo ations,
destinations of sour es, and traÆ demands, are all arbitrary, and Random Networks, where
the nodes and their destinations are randomly hosen.
1.1 Arbitrary Networks: Arbitrarily lo ated nodes and traÆ patterns

In the arbitrary setting we suppose that n nodes are arbitrarily lo ated in a disk of unit area
in the plane. Ea h node has an arbitrarily hosen destination to whi h it wishes to send
traÆ at an arbitrary rate; thus the traÆ pattern is arbitrary. Ea h node an hoose an
arbitrary range or power level for ea h transmission.
We need to des ribe when a transmission is re eived su essfully by its intended re ipient.
We will allow for two possible models for su essful re eption of a transmission over one hop,
alled the Proto ol Model and the Physi al Model, des ribed below. Let Xi denote the
lo ation of a node; we will also use Xi to refer to the node itself.
1 We

are grateful to Kimberly King for asking us to be more expli it about the prospe ts for routing
through multiple te hnologies.
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1.1.1 The Proto ol Model

Suppose node Xi transmits over the m-th sub- hannel to a node Xj . Then this transmission
is su essfully re eived by node Xj if
jXk Xj j  (1 + )jXi Xj j:

(1)

for every other node Xk simultaneously transmitting over the same sub- hannel.
The quantity  > 0 models situations where a guard zone is spe i ed by the proto ol to
prevent a neighboring node from transmitting on the same sub- hannel at the same time. It
also allows for impre ision in the a hieved range of transmissions.
Another model whi h is more related to physi al layer onsiderations is:
1.1.2 The Physi al Model

Let fXk ; k 2 T g be the subset of nodes simultaneously transmitting at some time instant
over a ertain sub- hannel. Let Pk be the power level hosen by node Xk , for k 2 T . Then
the transmission from a node Xi, i 2 T , is su essfully re eived by a node Xj if
Pi

jXi Xj j
P
Pk
N + kk2T
6=i jXk Xj j

 :

(2)

This models a situation where a minimum signal to interferen e ratio (SIR) of is ne essary
for su essful re eptions, the ambient noise power level is N , and signal power de ays with
distan e r as r1 . We will suppose that > 2, whi h is the usual model outside a small
neighborhood of the transmitter.
1.1.3 The Transport Capa ity of Arbitrary Networks

Given any set of su essful transmissions taking pla e over time and spa e, let us say that
the network transports one bit-meter when one bit has been transported a distan e of one
5

meter towards its destination. (We do not give multiple redit for the same bit arried from
one sour e to several di erent destinations as in the multi ast or broad ast ases). This sum
of produ ts of bits and the distan es over whi h they are arried is a valuable indi ator of
a network's transport apa ity. (It should be noted that when the area of the domain is A
sq. meters rather than the normalized 1 sq. meter, then all the transport apa ity results
p
presented below should be s aled by A).
Our main results are the following. Re all Knuth's notation: f (n) = (g(n)) denotes
that f (n) = O(g(n)) as well as g(n) = O(f (n)).
Main Result 1. The transport apa ity of an Arbitrary Network under the Proto ol Model
is  (W pn) bit-meters/se if the nodes are optimally pla ed, the traÆ pattern is optimally
hosen, and if the range of ea h transmission is hosen optimally.
q
Spe i ally, an upper bound is 8 W pn bit-meters/se for every Arbitrary Network for
W p np bit-meters/se (for n a
all spatial and temporal s heduling strategies, while 1+2
n+ 8
multiple of four) an be a hieved when the nodes and traÆ patterns are appropriately
hosen, and the ranges and s hedules of transmissions are appropriately hosen.
If this transport apa ity were to be equitably divided between all the n nodes, then ea h
 
node would obtain  pWn bit-meters/se . If, further, ea h sour e has its destination about
the same distan e of 1 meter away, then ea h node would obtain a throughput apa ity of
 
 pWn bits/se .
The upper bound on transport apa ity does not depend on the transmissions being omnidire tional, as implied by (1), but only on there being some dispersion in the neighborhood
of the re eiver; see (A.vi) in Se tion 2.
p
1
Main Result 2. For the Physi al Model, W n bit-meters/se is feasible, while 0 W n
bit-meters/se is not, for appropriate ; 0.
Spe i ally, (16 (2 2 +1 6 2 )) 1 pnW+pn 8 bit-meters/se (for n a multiple of 4) is feasible when
2
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the network is appropriately designed, while an upper bound is p1 2 +2 W n 1 bitmeters/se .
We suspe t that an upper bound of order (W pn) bit-meters/se may a tually hold.
In the spe ial ase where the ratio PPmax
min between the maximum and minimum powers
that transmitters an employ is bounded above by , then an upper bound is in fa t
q
p
1
8
 ( Pmin ) 1 1 W n bit-meters/se .
Pmax
It is worth noting that both bounds suggest that transport apa ity improves when is
larger, i.e, when the signal power de ays more rapidly with distan e.
1.2 Random Networks: Randomly lo ated nodes and traÆ patterns

In a random s enario, n nodes are randomly lo ated, i.e., independently and uniformly
distributed, either on the surfa e S 2 of a three-dimensional sphere of area 1 sq. meter, or in
a disk of area 1 sq. meter in the plane. Our purpose in studying S 2 is to separate edge e e ts
from other phenomena. Ea h node has a randomly hosen destination to whi h it wishes
to send (n) bits/se . The destination for ea h node is independently hosen as the node
nearest to a randomly lo ated point, i.e., uniformly and independently distributed. (Thus,
destinations are on the order of 1 meter away on average).
In this random setting, we will assume that the nodes are homogeneous, i.e., all transmissions employ the same nominal range or power. As for Arbitrary Networks, we will allow
for both a Proto ol Model as well as a Physi al Model for interferen e.
1.2.1 The Proto ol Model

All nodes employ a ommon range r for all their transmissions. When node Xi transmits to
a node Xj over the m-th sub- hannel, this transmission is su essfully re eived by Xj if:
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i)

The distan e between Xi and Xj is no more than r, i.e.,
(3)

jXi Xj j  r:
ii)

For every other node Xk simultaneously transmitting over the same sub- hannel,
jXk Xj j  (1 + )r:

(4)

1.2.2 The Physi al Model

All nodes hoose a ommon power level P for all their transmissions. Let fXk ; k 2 T g be the
subset of nodes simultaneously transmitting at some time instant over a ertain sub- hannel.
A transmission from a node Xi, i 2 T , is su essfully re eived by a node Xj if
P

jXi Xj j
P
P
N + kk2T
6=i jXk Xj j

(5)

 :

1.2.3 The Throughput Capa ity of Random Networks

The notion of throughput is de ned in the usual manner as the time average of the number
of bits per se ond that an be transmitted by every node to its destination:
De nition: Feasible Throughput. A throughput of (n) bits/se for ea h node is feasible
if there is a spatial and temporal s heme for s heduling transmissions, su h that by operating the network in a multi-hop fashion and bu ering at intermediate nodes when awaiting
transmission, every node an send (n) bits/se on average to its hosen destination node.
That is, there is a T < 1 su h that in every time interval [(i

T (n) bits to its orresponding destination node.

1)T; iT ℄ every node

an send

Whether a parti ular throughput level is feasible may depend on the lo ations of the
nodes. These lo ations are random. So is the destination for the traÆ entering ea h node.
8

As in PAC Learning Theory (see Valiant [9℄), given the randomness involved in the problem statement, we allow for vanishingly small probabilities when de ning the \throughput
apa ity."
De nition: The Throughput Capa ity of Random Wireless Networks. We say
that the throughput apa ity of the lass of Random Networks is of order (f (n)) bits/se
if there are deterministi onstants > 0 and 0 < +1 su h that

lim Prob((n) = f (n) is feasible) = 1;
liminfn!1Prob((n) = 0 f (n) is feasible) < 1:
n!1

Our main results are the following:
Main Result 3. In the ase of both the surfa eof the sphere and a planar disk, the order
of the throughput apa ity is (n) =  pnWlog n bits/se for the Proto ol Model. For the
upper bound we a tually prove the sharp uto phenomenon that for some 0,
0p W
lim
Prob(

(
n
)
=
is feasible) = 0:
n!1
n log n

Spe i ally, there are deterministi onstants 00 and 000 not depending on n;  or W ,
su h that (n) = (1+)200pWn log n bits/se is feasible, and (n) = 2 p000nWlog n bits/se is infeasible,
both with probability approa hing one as n ! 1.
Sin e routing hot spots may form at the enter in the ase of a disk on the plane, and
yet the order of throughput apa ity is the same as on the surfa e of the sphere, it shows
that the ause of the throughput onstru tion is not the formation of hot spots, but is the
pervasive need for all nodes to share the hannel lo ally with other nodes.
Main Result 4. For the Physi al Model a throughput of (n) = pnWlog n bits/se is feasible,
while (n) = p0Wn bits/se is not, for appropriate ; 0, both with probability approa hing one
as n ! 1.
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Spe i ally, there are deterministi onstants 00 and 000 not depending on n; N; ;
or W , su h that (n) = (2( 000 (3+ 1 00+ 2 )) 1 1)2 pnWlog n bits/se is feasible with probability
1
2
approa hing one as n ! 1. If L is the mean distan e between two points independently and
uniformly distributed in the domain (either surfa e of sphere or planar disk of unit area),
then there is a deterministi sequen e (n) ! 0, not depending on N; ; or W , su h that
q
8 W 1+p(n) bit-meters/se is infeasible with probability approa hing one as n ! 1.
 L ( 1 1)
n
1.3 Some possible impli ations

The results in this paper allow for a perfe t s heduling algorithm whi h knows the lo ations
of all nodes and all traÆ demands, and whi h oordinates wireless transmissions temporally
and spatially to avoid ollisions whi h would otherwise result in lost pa kets. Also, the nodes
are not mobile. If su h perfe t node lo ation information is not available, or if nodes move,
or traÆ demands are not known, then the apa ity an only be even smaller.
There are some impli ations of these results whi h designers may want to onsider. The
de rease in throughput with n may be regarded as una eptable by users when the number
n of nodes is large. Perhaps designers should target their e orts at networks for smaller
numbers of users, rather than try to develop large wireless networks.
A feasible s enario is where nodes need to ommuni ate only with nearby nodes. Then
the s aled distan e between sour es and destinations is only O( p1n ) meters. Thus all nodes
an transmit data to nearby neighbors at a bit rate that does not de rease with n. Su h a
s enario an arise, for example, in olle tions of \smart homes," ea h home having sensors
and a tuators ommuni ating by wireless means.
Another impli ation on erns the power onsumption by ea h node for transmission.
Consider Random Networks. The fra tion of time that a modem is busy, whether relaying
traÆ or sending pa kets originating atqthe node, is only ( log1 n ). Not only that, the s aled
range of ea h transmission is about O( logn n ).
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The bounds for the Physi al Model suggest that a faster rate of de ay of signal power
with distan e, i.e., a larger , allows greater transport and throughput apa ity.
One more impli ation follows from the onstru tive proof of apa ity. It shows that one
an group the nodes into small lusters or \ ells," where in ea h ell one an designate one
spe i node to arry all the burden of relaying multi-hop pa kets, if so desired. Thus a
division of labor is possible, were this to be found pro table. Moreover, it would further
redu e the transmission power onsumed by the vast majority of other nodes. This may o er
some suggestive guidelines for designers of routing proto ols.
It should be noted that dividing the hannel into sub- hannels does not hange any of
the results.
Yet another issue on erns the use of relay nodes2 . Consider a Random Network with n
sour e nodes. Then the throughput that an be furnished to ea h of them is only ( pnWlog n )
under the Proto ol Model. Suppose m additional homogeneous nodes are deployed as
pure relays in random positions, with no independent traÆ needs of their own, i.e., they
are not sour es. Then the throughput that an be furnished to ea h of the n sour es is
)W
). There is however a severe ost of providing this in rease in through( np(n(+nm+m) log(
n+m)
put. The number of additional relay nodes that need to be deployed to gain an appre iable
in rease in apa ity for the sour e nodes may be very large. When there are n = 100 a tive
nodes, to make np(n+(nm+) mlog() n+m) equal to ve times its value at m = 0, m will have to be
equal to at least 4476. The addition of kn nodes to serve as pure relays provides a less than
p
k + 1-fold in rease in this term.
One way to over ome the barrier of wireless networks is to do what is done in ellular
telephony { onne t the base stations by a wired network. If, however, non-dire ted wireless
links are used for onne ting the base stations, then the apa ity limitation of wireless
networks remains with us, though in less obvious ways. For example, suppose a high power
2 We

are grateful to Chip Elliott for raising this issue.
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base station is hosen in ea h ell, whi h ommuni ates with other distant base stations by
a wireless hannel. Then the set of base stations inherits the same apa ity limitation. A
set of b wirelessly onne ted base stations an provide a throughput of only ( pb1log b ) for
ea h base station.
1.4 A dis ussion of the tradeo s involved

Why does the throughput apa ity diminish as the number of nodes in reases? For an insight
into some of the tradeo s involved, onsider Random Networks. Let the mean distan e to be
traversed by a pa ket be L, and denote by r(n) the ommon range of all transmissions. Then
the mean number of hops taken by pa kets is no less than r(Ln) . Thus ea h node generates
at least Lr(n(n)) bits/se of traÆ for other nodes. Sin e the total number of nodes is n, the
(n)
total traÆ is no less than Ln
r(n) bits/se . This has to be served by n nodes ea h apable of
(n)
W bits/se . Thus, one needs Ln
r(n)  nW . An upper bound on the throughput is therefore
(n)  W rL(n) . Sin e the term on the right side grows linearly in r(n), it might appear that
to in rease the throughput by redu ing the number of hops traversed by ea h pa ket, and
thus the burden on other nodes serving as relays, one should in rease the range r(n) of ea h
node. However, the expression above is not an a hievable upper bound as a fun tion of r(n).
The reason is that we have negle ted the redu tion in apa ity due to spatial on urren y
onstraints, sin e nodes lose to a re eiver are required to be idle to avoid ollisions whi h
ause the loss of pa kets. In fa t, the loss from in reasing r(n) is quadrati due to the area of
the on i t involved. Therefore the desire to redu e the multi-hop burden and the desire to
in rease spatial on urren y and frequen y reuse are in on i t. It turns out that when we
onsider both issues together, we nd that one really needs to redu e the value of r(n) to as
small a value as possible. However, there is a limit to how small one an make r(n). When
the range r(n) of transmissions is too small, the wireless network loses onne tivity. In a
pre ursor result, see [10℄, the riti al range for onne tivity of networks formed by randomly
lo ated nodes on a disk in the plane has been determined. Consider the graph with random
12

verti es uniformly and independently distributed in a disk of unit area. Join two verti es by
an edge whenever
they are within a distan e r(n) from ea h other.
The riti al radius for
q
q
n+n is onne ted with
onne tivity is lognn in the sense that the graph with r(n) = log n
probability approa hing one as n ! 1 if and only if n ! +1.
For Arbitrary Networks under the Proto ol model, just three onstraints { the length of
routes, the onsumption of valuable two-dimensional area by transmissions, and the total
number of nodes { are enough to for e the transport apa ity to be no more than O(W pn)
bit-meters/se .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we exhibit upper bounds on
the transport apa ity of the form W pn bit-meters/se and 0 W n 1 bit-meters/se , under
the Proto ol and Physi al Models respe tively, for Arbitrary Networks. In Se tion 3 we show
that a transport apa ity of 00W pn bit-meters/se is also feasible for Arbitrary Networks.
In Se tion 4 we onstru t a s heduling and routing s heme whi h a hieves a throughput
of ( pnWlog n ) bits/se for Random Networks on S 2. In Se tion 5 we show that ( pnWlog n )
bits/se and ( pWn ) bits/se are upper bounds on the throughput for Random Networks on
S 2 , under the Proto ol and Physi al Models respe tively. In Se tion 6 we show that the
above results for Random Networks also hold for a disk in the plane.
2 Arbitrary Networks: An upper bound on transport
apa ity
We onsider the setting on a planar disk of unit area. Consider the following (nearly) minimal
set of assumptions:
(A.i) There are n nodes arbitrarily lo ated in a disk of unit area on the plane. (The results
arry over to any domain of unit area in R2 whi h is the losure of its interior).
(A.ii) The network transports nT bits over T se onds.
13

(A.iii) The average distan e between the sour e and destination of a bit is L . Note that,
together with (A.ii), this implies that a transport apa ity of nL bit-meters/se is
a hieved.
(A.iv) Ea h node an transmit over any subset of M sub- hannels with apa ities Wm
bits/se , 1  m  M , where PMm=1 Wm = W .
(A.v) Transmissions are slotted into syn hronized slots of length  se s. (This assumption
an be eliminated, but makes the exposition easier).
(A.vi) While retaining the restri tion (2) for the ase of the Physi al Model, we an either
retain (1) in the Proto ol Model or onsider an alternate restri tion as follows: If a
node Xi transmits to another node Xj lo ated at a distan e of r units on a ertain
sub- hannel in a ertain slot, then there an be no other re eiver within a radius of
r around Xj on the same sub- hannel in the same slot. This alternate restri tion
addresses situations where the transmissions are not omni-dire tional, but nevertheless
there is some dispersion in the neighborhood of the re eiver.
Theorem 2.1 (i) In the Proto ol Model, the transport apa ity nL is bounded as follows:
nL



s

8 1 W pn bit-meters/se :


(ii) In the Physi al Model,
1

!
2
+
2

p1 W n
nL 

1

bit-meters/se :

(iii) If the ratio PPmax between the maximum and minimum powers that transmitters an
min
employ is stri tly bounded above by , then

nL



s

p
1
n bit-meters/se :
W
1
min )
 ( PPmax
1

8

(iv) When the domain is of A sq. meters rather than 1 sq. meter, then all the upper bounds
above are s aled by

p

A.
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Consider bit b, where 1  b  nT . Let us suppose that it moves from its origin
to its destination in a sequen e of h(b) hops, where the h-th hop traverses a distan e of rbh.
Then from (A.iii),

Proof.

(b)
nT
X hX
b=1 h=1

rbh  nT L :

(6)

Note now that in any slot at most n=2 nodes an transmit. Hen e for any sub- hannel
m and any slot s,
(b)
nT
X hX

b=1 h=1

1(The h-th hop of bit b is over sub- hannel m in slot s)  Wm2n :

Summing over the sub- hannels and the slots, and noting that there an be no more than T
slots in T se s, yields
H

:=

nT
X
b=1

h(b) 

WTn

2

:

(7)

Consider now the Proto ol Model. Suppose that Xj is re eiving a transmission from Xi
over the m-th sub- hannel at the same time that X` is re eiving a transmission from Xk over
the same sub- hannel. Then from the triangle inequality and (1),
jXj X`j  jXj Xk j jX` Xk j
 (1 + )jXi Xj j jX` Xk j:

Similarly,
jX` Xj j  (1 + )jXk X`j jXj Xij:

Adding the two inequalities, we obtain

jX` Xj j  2 (jXk X`j + jXi Xj j) :

Hen e disks of radius 2 times the lengths of hops entered at the re eivers over the same
sub- hannel in the same slot are essentially disjoint. (Note that this on lusion dire tly
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follows when (1) is repla ed by the alternate restri tion of (A.vi)). Allowing for edge e e ts
where a node is near the periphery of the domain, and noting that a range greater than the
diameter of the domain is unne essary, we see that at least a quarter of su h a disk is within
the domain. Sin e at most Wm  bits an be arried in slot s from a re eiver to a transmitter
over the m-th sub- hannel, we have
(b)
nT
2
X hX
1(The h-th hop of bit b is over sub- hannel m in slot s) 16 (rbh)2  Wm: (8)
b=1 h=1
Summing over the sub- hannels and the slots gives
(b)  2
nT
X hX
(rbh)2  W T:
16
b=1 h=1
This an be rewritten as,
(b) 1
nT
X hX
16W T :
(
rbh)2 
(9)
 2 H
b=1 h=1 H
Note now that the quadrati fun tion is onvex. Hen e
(b) 1
(b) 1
nT
nT
X hX
X hX
h
2
r) 
(r h )2 :
(10)
(
Combining (9,10) yields,

b=1 h=1 H

(b)
nT
X hX
b=1 h=1

b

rbh

b=1 h=1 H



Now substituting (6) in (11) gives,
nT L

s



s

16W T H :
 2

16W T H :
 2

b

(11)

(12)

Substituting (7) in (12) yields the result.
Now turn to the Physi al Model. The di eren e stems from the need to repla e (8) by a
di erent expression. Suppose Xi is transmitting to Xj(i) over the m-th sub- hannel at power
level Pi at some time, and let T denote the set of all simultaneous transmitters over the
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m-th sub-

hannel at that time. In luding the signal power of Xi also in the denominator,
the signal-to-interferen e requirement (2) for Xj(i) an be written as
Pi

jXi Xj(i) j
P
N + k2T jXk PXkj(i) j

Hen e
jXi Xj(i) j 

+1



+1

N+

P

Pi

Pk
k2T jXk Xj (i) j

Pi

 2 P


N+ 4

Summing over all transmitter-re eiver pairs,
X
i2T

 + 1:

Pk

k2T

P
i2T Pi
 2 P

+1

jXi Xj(i) j 
 2

(sin e jXk

N + 4
+ 1:
 2

k2T

Xj (i) j 

p2 ):

Pk

Summing over all slots and sub- hannels gives
(b)
nT
X hX

b=1 h=1

r (h; b)

 2

2

+ 1 W T:

The rest of the proof pro eeds along lines similar to the Proto ol Model, invoking the onvexity of r instead of r2.
For the onsideration of the spe ial ase where PPmax
min < , we start with (2). From it, it
follows that if Xi is transmitting to Xj at the same time that Xk is transmitting to X`, both
over the same sub- hannel, then
Pi

jXi Xj j

 :

Pk

Thus

jXk Xj j

Pmin
Pmax

!1

jXi Xj j;
= (1 + )jXi Xj j;

jXk Xj j 
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min ) 1 1. Thus the same upper bound as for the Proto ol Model arries
where  := ( PPmax
over with  de ned as above.

3 Arbitrary Networks: A onstru tive lower bound on
transport apa ity
We will now show that the order of the upper bound in the previous se tion is sharp for the
Proto ol Model, by exhibiting a s enario where it is a hieved. This s enario is also feasible
for the Physi al Model.
Theorem 3.1 There is a pla ement of nodes and an assignment of traÆ patterns su h
W p np
that the network an a hieve 1+2
n+ 8 bit-meters/se under the Proto ol Model, and
1
p Wpn bit-meters/se under the Physi al Model, both whenever n is a multi2 6 2 1 n+ 8

(16 (2 + 2 ))

ple of 4.

1 p 1 p . Re all that the domain is
Consider the Proto ol Model. De ne r := 1+2
n + 2
4
a disk of unit area, i.e., of radius p1 , in the plane. With the enter of the disk lo ated at the
origin, pla e transmitters at lo ations (j (1 + 2)r  r; k(1 + 2)r) and (j (1 + 2)r; k(1 +
2)r  r) where jj + kj is even. Also pla e re eivers at (j (1 + 2)r  r; k(1 + 2)r)
and (j (1 + 2)r; k(1 + 2)r  r) where jj + kj is odd. Ea h transmitter an transmit
to its nearest re eiver, whi h is at a distan e r away, without interferen e from any other
transmitter-re eiver pair. It an be veri ed that there are at least n2 transmitter{re eiver
pairs all lo ated within the domain. (This is done by noting that for a tessellation of the
p
plane by squares of side s, all squares interse ting a disk of radius R 2s are entirely
ontained pwithin a larger on entri disk of radius R. The number of su h squares is greater
than (R s2 2s)2 . Now take s = (1 + 2)r and R = p1 ). Restri ting attention to just these
pairs, there are a total of n2 simultaneous transmissions, ea h of range r, and ea h at W
bits/se . This a hieves the transport apa ity indi ated.

Proof.
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For the Physi al Model, a al ulation of the SIR shows that it is lower bounded at all
re eivers by 16(2(1+2)
2 + 6 22 ) . Choosing  to make this lower bound equal to yields the result.
The above lower bounds on feasible transport apa ity an be sharpened. The following
bounds may be useful in the design of networks with small numbers of nodes.
Lemma 3.1 In the Proto ol Model, there is a pla ement of nodes and an assignment of
traÆ patterns su h that the network an a hieve

2pW bit-meters/se for n  2;

W
p4(1+)
bit-meters/se for n  8;

W
n
1+2 pn+p8 bit-meters/se for n = 2; 3; 4; : : : ; 19; 20; 21; and
4b n4
W
1+2 p4b n4 +p8 bit-meters/se for all n:
Proof. With at least 2 nodes, learly 2pW bit-meters/se an be a hieved by

pla ing two
nodes at diametri ally opposite lo ations. This veri es the formula for the bound for n  8.
With at least 8 nodes, 4 transmitters an be pla ed at the opposite ends of perpendi ular
1
diameters, and ea h an transmit towards its re eiver lo ated at a distan e p(2+2)
towards
W
the enter of the domain. This yields p4(1+)
bit-meters/se , verifying the formula up to
n = 21.
These bounds an be further improved slightly by tessellating the domain into hexagons,
at the expense of more unwieldy expressions.
4 Random Networks: A onstru tive lower bound on
throughput apa ity
Now we turn to Random Networks. Even though the setting of the problem is very di erent,
the proof of throughput apa ity is somewhat reminis ent of traditional information theoreti
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arguments. We provide a onstru tive s heme to show that one an spatially and temporally
s hedule transmissions in a random graph so that when ea h randomly lo ated node has
a randomly hosen destination, ea h sour e-destination pair an indeed be guaranteed a
W
\virtual hannel" of apa ity (1+)2 p
bits/se with probability approa hing 1 as n ! 1,
n log n
for an appropriate onstant > 0. We will show how to route traÆ eÆ iently through the
random graph so that no node is overloaded. The routing s heme will utilize a Voronoi
tessellation of S 2 with some spe ial properties. The size of ea h Voronoi ell is hosen
arefully in relation to the number of nodes. Every ell should also be neither too thin nor
too fat. The routing will be over nearly straight line paths, whi h assures that it is eÆ ient.
To show that the load is balan ed uniformly over the entire network, we al ulate the VapnikChervonenkis dimension for ertain geometri ally de ned random variables on the plane and
the sphere, whi h are onne ted with the tessellations and routes used. We will need to
ensure that the routes are independently and identi ally distributed. This will require us
to ir umvent the possible pitfall that knowledge of one route provides information on the
lo ations of the sour e, destination, and intermediate relay nodes, thus possibly introdu ing
dependen ies with other routes whi h may depend on the lo ations of these nodes.
We begin the onstru tive proof of the lower bound on the throughput apa ity for Random Networks. Our treatment will be dire ted at the Proto ol Model. Where appropriate
we will omment on the arguments required for the Physi al Model.
4.1 A spatial tessellation

We use a Voronoi tessellation of the surfa e S 2 of the sphere. Re all the de nition of a
Voronoi tessellation, see Okabe, Boots and Sugihara [11℄. Let fa1 ; a2; : : : ; apg be a set of p
points on S 2 (or any other set for that matter). The Voronoi ell V (ai ) is the set of all points
whi h are loser to ai than to any of the other aj 's, i.e.,
V (ai ) := fx 2 S 2 : jx ai j = Min1j pjx aj jg:
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Above and throughout, distan es are measured on the surfa e S 2 of the sphere by segments
of great ir les onne ting two points; see Stilwell [12℄. The point ai is alled the generator
of the Voronoi ell V (ai). Figure 2 shows an example of a tessellation of S 2.

Figure 2: A tessellation of the surfa e S 2 of the sphere
Unfortunately, the surfa e of the sphere does not allow any regular tessellation where all
ells look the same, ex ept for the platoni solids; see Lyndon [13℄. These latter tessellations
annot be made as ne as we need to make them. Moreover, our Voronoi tessellations will
also need to be not too e entri ally shaped. We exhibit tessellations with these two spe ial
properties in the following lemma, the proof of whi h is onstru tive.
Lemma 4.1 For every  > 0, there is a Voronoi tessellation of S 2 with the property that
every Voronoi ell ontains a disk of radius  and is ontained in a disk of radius 2.

Denote by D(x; ) a disk of radius  entered at x. Choose a1 as any point in S 2.
Suppose that a1; : : : ; ap have already been hosen su h that the distan e between any two
aj 's is at least 2. There are two ases to onsider.
Suppose there is a point x su h that D(x; ) does not interse t any S (ai; ). Then x an
be added to the olle tion: De ne ap+1 := x. Otherwise, we stop.

Proof.
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This pro edure has to terminate in a nite number of steps sin e the addition of ea h
ai removes the area of a disk of radius  > 0 from S 2 . When we stop we will have a set of
generators su h that they are at least 2 units apart, and su h that all other points on S 2
are within a distan e of 2 from one of the generators. The Voronoi tessellation arising from
this set of generators has the desired properties.
In the sequel we will use a Voronoi tessellation Vn for whi h:
(V.i) Every Voronoi ell ontains a disk of area 100 nlog n . Let
100 log n on S 2 :
(n) := radius of a disk of area

(13)

n

(Note that the area of a disk of radius  on S 2 is less than 2 ).
(V.ii) Every Voronoi ell is ontained in a disk of radius 2(n).
We will refer to ea h Voronoi ell V 2 Vn as simply a \ ell."
4.2 Adja en y and interferen e

Note that all Voronoi ells are polygons sin e they are formed as nite interse tions of
hemispheres on S 2 (or halfspa es in the ase of R2 ).
De nition: Adja ent Cells. Say that two ells are

adja ent, if they share a

ommon

point. (Re all that every ell is a losed set).

Let us hoose the range r(n) of ea h transmission so that
r (n)

= 8(n):

(14)

This range allows dire t ommuni ation within a ell and between adja ent ells:
Lemma 4.2 Every node in a ell is within a distan e r(n) from every node in its own ell
or adja ent ell.
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Proof.
is 8(n).

The diameter of ells is bounded by 4(n); see (V.ii). The range of a transmission
Thus the area overed by the transmission of a node in ludes adja ent ells.

De nition: Interfering Neighbors. We say that two ells are interfering neighbors if
there is a point in one ell whi h is within a distan e (2 + )r(n) of some point in the other
ell.

As the name implies, the interpretation is this: If two ells are not interfering neighbors,
then in the Proto ol Model a transmission from one ell annot ollide with a transmission
from the other ell.
4.3 A bound on the number of interfering neighbors of a ell

An important property of the onstru ted Voronoi tessellation Vn is that the number of
interfering neighbors of a ell is uniformly bounded. This will be exploited in the next
se tion in onstru ting a spatial transmission s hedule whi h allows for a high degree of
spatial on urren y and thus frequen y reuse. From now on i's will be used to denote
deterministi onstants not depending on n.
Lemma 4.3 Every ell in Vn has no more than 1 interfering neighbors. 1 depends only on
 and grows no faster than linearly in (1 + )2 .

Let V be a Voronoi ell. If V 0 is an interfering neighboring Voronoi ell, there must
be two points, one in V and the other in V 0 , whi h are no more than (2+)r(n) units apart.
From (V.ii), the diameter of a ell is bounded by 4(n). Hen e V 0 , and similarly every other
interfering neighbor in the Proto ol Model, must be ontained within a ommon large disk
D of radius 6(n) + (2 + )r(n).
r(n))2
Su h a disk D annot ontain more than 2 (6(n)+(2+)
disks of radius (n). By
2 (n)
(V.i), there an therefore be no more than this number of ells within D. This therefore
Proof.
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is an upper bound on the number of interfering neighbors of the ell V . The result follows
from the magnitudes of (n) and r(n) hosen as in (14).
4.4 A bound on the length of an all- ell in lusive transmission
s hedule

The bounded number of interfering neighbors for ea h ell allows the onstru tion of a
s hedule of bounded length whi h allows one opportunity for ea h ell in the tessellation Vn
to transmit.
Lemma 4.4 (i) In the Proto ol Model there is a s hedule for transmitting pa kets su h that
in every

(1 + 1) slots, ea h

ell in the tessellation Vn gets one slot in whi h to transmit,

and su h that all transmissions are su essfully re eived within a distan e r(n) from their
transmitters.
(ii) There is a deterministi

onstant

hosen to satisfy (1+ )2 > (2(

(3 +

not depending on n; N; ;

1

1+

2

2 ))

1

or W su h that if

1)2, then for a large enough

 is

ommon

power level P , the above result (i) holds even for the Physi al Model.

First we show the result for the Proto ol Model. This follows from a well known
fa t about vertex oloring of graphs of bounded degree: A graph of degree no more than 1
an have its verti es olored by using no more than (1 + 1 ) olors, with no two neighboring
verti es have the same olor; see Bondy and Murthy [14℄. One an therefore olor the ells
with no more than (1+ 1) olors su h that no two interfering neighbors have the same olor.
This gives a s hedule of length at most (1 + 1 ), where one an transmit one pa ket from
ea h ell of the same olor in a slot.
For the Physi al Model we will show that under the same s hedule as above, the required
SIR of is obtained if ea h transmitter hooses an identi al power level P that is high
enough, and  is large enough.
Proof.
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Note rst that any two nodes transmitting simultaneously are separated by a distan e of
at least (2+)r(n). Hen e disks of radius (1+ 2 )r(n) around ea h transmitter are disjoint.
The area of ea h su h disk is at least 3 (1 + 2 )2r2 (n). (In the ase of disks on the plane
3 = 1, but it is smaller for disks on the surfa e of the sphere).
Consider a node Xi transmitting to a node Xj at a distan e less than r(n). The signal
power re eived at Xj is at least r P(n) .
Now we look at the interferen e power due to all the other simultaneous transmissions.
Consider the annulus of all points lying within a distan e between a and b from Xj . A
transmitter within this annulus has the disk entered at itself and of radius (1 + 2 )r(n)
entirely ontained within a larger annulus of all points lying between a distan e a (1+ 2 )r(n)
and b+(1+ 2 )r(n). The area of this larger annulus is no more than 4f[b+(1+ 2 )r(n)℄2 [a
(1+ 2 )r(n)℄2g. Ea h transmitter above above \ onsumes" an area of at least 3 (1+ 2 )2 r2(n),
as noted earlier. Hen e the annulus of points at a distan e between a and b from the re eiver
 (n)℄2 [a (1+  )r(n)℄2 g
transmitters. Furthermore the
Xj annot ontain more than 4 f[b+(1+ 23 )r(1+
 )2 r2 (n) 2
2
re eived power at Xj from ea h su h transmission is at most aP .
Noting that there an be no other simultaneous transmitter within a distan e (1+)r(n)
of Xj , and taking a = k(1 + 2 )r(n) and b = (k + 1)(1 + 2 )r(n) for k = 1; 2; 3; : : :, we see
that the SIR at Xj is lower bounded by
P 1
N + +k=1

P
r (n)
4 ((k+2)2 (k

3

1)2 )

k

P

(1+ 2 )

r (n)

=

P
N

r (n) + 3 (1+4 )
2

P P+1 6k+3 :
N k=1 k

Sin e > 2, the sum in the denominator onverges, and is in fa t smaller than (9+ 3 1 + 6 2 ).
When  is as spe i ed and P ! 1, the lower bound on the SIR onverges to a value greater
than .
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4.5 The sour e-destination pairs

Ea h node wishes to ommuni ate with the node nearest to a randomly hosen lo ation.
Let Yi be a randomly hosen lo ation su h that Xi and Yi are independently and uniformly
distributed on S 2, and that the sequen e f(Xi; Yi)gni=1 is i.i.d. The destination node Xdest(i)
for the traÆ generated at node Xi is hosen as the node Xj whi h is losest to Yi.
Denote by Li the straight line segment onne ting Xi and Yi. Above, and in the rest of
the paper, by a \straight line" segment we a tually mean a segment of the great ir le on the
surfa e S 2 of the sphere; see [12℄. There is one signi ant property enjoyed by the sequen e
of straight lines fLigni=1.
Lemma 4.5 The random sequen e of straight line segments fLi gni=1 is i.i.d.

This has the powerful onsequen e of allowing us to apply the law of large numbers to
the i.i.d. straight line segments. It will be useful sin e the route followed by ea h originationdestination pair will approximate the orresponding straight line segment, as des ribed in
the next se tion.
4.6 The routes of pa kets

We will hoose the routes of pa kets to approximate these straight line segments. The
straight line segment Li will interse t many ells in the tessellation Vn. Let Vi denote the
parti ular ell whi h ontains Xi, and Vi0 the ell whi h ontains Yi.
Pa kets originating at Xi will be relayed from the ell Vi to the ell Vi0 in a sequen e
of hops. In ea h hop, the pa ket is transferred from one ell to another in the order in
whi h they interse t the line. (If two ells are both \next" ells, then either an be hosen
arbitrarily). Finally, after rea hing the ell Vi0 ontaining Yi, the pa kets will be sent on to
their nal destination, whi h we shall show later in Se tion 4.7 to be no more than one hop
away with high probability.
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Note that this is a randomized algorithm for hoosing routes. It an be thought of
as a load balan ing s heme with some rather powerful uniformity properties, as shown in
Se tion 4.9.
4.7 Ea h ell ontains at least one node

To make relaying of traÆ from one ell to an adja ent ell feasible, we need to rst ensure
that every ell V in Vn ontains at least one node. For this we use uniform onvergen e in
the weak law of large numbers. Note that uniformity is required over all ells in Vn.
We re all the following de nitions; see Vapnik and Chervonenkis [15℄ and Vapnik [16℄.
Let F be a set of subsets. A nite set of points A is said to be shattered by F if for every
subset B of A there is a set F 2 F su h that A \ F = B . The VC-dimension of F , denoted
by VC-d(F ), is de ned as the supremum of the sizes of all nite sets that an be shattered
by F .
For sets of nite VC-dimension, one has uniform onvergen e in the weak law of large
numbers:
The Vapnik{Chervonenkis Theorem. If F is a set of nite VC-dimension VC-d(F ),
and fXi g is a sequen e of i.i.d. random variables with ommon probability distribution P ,
then for every ; Æ > 0,
N
1X

whenever

Prob(sup j
I (Xi 2 F )
F 2F N i=1

N > Maxf

P (F )j  ) > 1 Æ;

8VC-d(F ) log 16e ; 4 log 2 g:


 

Æ

First we will onsider the ase where F is the set of all disks on the plane. Later we will
onsider the ase where the disks are lo ated on S 2. In the planar ase we an make use
of results from Eu lidean geometry. The following result may perhaps be known already,
though we have been unable to nd it in the literature.
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Lemma 4.6 The Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of the set of disks in R2 is 3.

It is easy to see that there is a 3 point set that an be shattered by the set of disks.
An example is the set of verti es of an equilateral triangle.
Suppose there is a set fx1 ; x2 ; x3; x4 g of four points that is shattered by the set of disks.
If any one of the Xi 's lies in the onvex hull of the other three points, then there is no disk
whi h an ontain the others without ontaining Xi too. Hen e we an assume without loss
of generality that the onvex hull of the four points is a quadrilateral.

Proof.

x~2

D
x2
x1

x~3

x~1

x3

x4
x~4

Figure 3: Proof that the verti es of a quadrilateral annot be shattered by the set of disks.
Again, we obtain a ontradi tion as follows. Without loss of generality suppose that the
angles of the quadrilateral at x1 and x3 sum to at least 180Æ, i.e.,
6 x1 + 6 x3

 180Æ:

Suppose D is a disk whi h ontains x2 and x4 , but not x1 or x3 ; see Figure 3. Extend the
diagonal x2 x4 outwards in both dire tions till it meets the ir umferen e of D at the points
x~2 and x~4 . Simultaneously, let x~1 and x~3 be the points of interse tion of the diagonal x1 x3
with the ir umferen e of D. Then x~1 x~2 x~3 x~4 is a y li quadrilateral. However
6 x~1 + 6 x~3 > 6 x1 + 6 x3
 180Æ:
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This is a ontradi tion sin e the sum of the opposite angles of a y li quadrilateral is exa tly
180Æ.
Now we address the problem of determining the VC-dimension of disks on the surfa e of
a sphere. It is suÆ ient for us to restri t attention to disks stri tly smaller than hemispheres.
To onvert results from the plane to S 2, we use a mapping alled the \inversion map"
whi h maps the pun tured surfa e of the sphere onto the plane. Sin e the radius of the
sphere is immaterial for the remainder of this dis ussion, we onsider a sphere of radius 21 ,
entered at the point (0; 0; 12 ). Let us refer to it temporarily as S 2 . Also let us refer to the
plane z3 = 1 as H . Then the mapping
:= k zz k2
where k  k is the Eu lidean norm, has several useful properties (see [11℄):
f (z )

(i) It maps the pun tured surfa e S 2 (i.e., S 2 ex ept for the origin) onto the plane H . In
fa t ea h point z on S 2 is mapped to the point obtained by extending the ray from the
origin to z until it hits the plane H .
(ii) f 1(z) = f (z).
(iii) It maps disks on S 2 not ontaining the origin into disks on the plane H . See Figure 4.
For our purposes, the last property is most important. It is used in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7 The VC-dimension of the set of disks on S 2 stri tly smaller than hemispheres

is 3.
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(0,0,0)

(0,0,-1/2)

111
000
z
000
111
000
111
111111
000000
000000
111111
f(z)
000000
111111
000000
111111

Figure 4: The inversion mapping maps disks on S 2 into disks on R2 .
The proof parallels the ontradi tion argument of Lemma 4.6. Suppose that there
is a set of 4 points fx1 ; x2; x3 ; x4g whi h is shattered by su h disks. They all have to be
ontained in a disk smaller than a hemisphere. Let x1 and x3 be opposite verti es of the
quadrilateral formed. Sin e the set is shattered, there are two disks, ea h of radius less than
that ne essary to form a hemisphere, one of whi h ontains x1 and x3 but ex ludes x2 and
x4 , while the other ontains x2 and x4 but ex ludes x1 and x3 . Sin e ea h disk is stri tly less
than a hemisphere, there is a point in the omplement of their union. Rotate the sphere so
that this point is at the top.
Without loss of generality we an s ale the sphere so that its radius is 12 , and then
translate it so that its top is at the origin. Applying the inversion map shows that there is
a disk on the plane H whi h ontains f (x1 ) and f (x3) and ex ludes f (x2 ) and f (x4), and
another disk on H whi h ontains f (x2) and f (x4 ) and ex ludes f (x1 ) and f (x3).
However, we have seen the impossibility of this happening on the plane in Lemma 4.6.
Proof.

Sin e ea h ell V in the tessellation Vn ontains a disk of area 100 nlog n (from V.i), we an
appeal to uniform onvergen e in the law of large numbers:
Lemma 4.8 There is a sequen e Æ (n) ! 0 su h that
Prob (Every ell V

2 Vn

ontains a node)
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 1 Æ (n):

Let F denote the lass of disks of area 100 nlog n . Note that the VC-dimension of F
is also 3. Hen e,
!
Number
of
nodes
in
D 100 log n
j  ( n ) > 1 Æ ( n ) ;
Prob sup j

Proof.

whenever

n

D2F

n >

This is satis ed when

n

(

)
24
16
e 4
2
Max (n) log (n) ; (n) log Æ(n) :

( n )

n
= Æ(n) = 50 log
:
n

Sin e ea h ell V in Vn ontains a disk of area 100 nlog n , we have
Prob (Number of nodes in V  50 log n; for every V 2 Vn)

>

1

Æ (n):

The result follows.
Hen e every ell in Vn ontains at least one node to relay the traÆ (with probability
ex eeding (1 50 logn n )). Moreover every su h node has enough range to ommuni ate with
all nodes in any adja ent ell (see Lemma 4.2). Hen e pa kets an be relayed from one ell
interse ting a line Li to the next ell interse ting the line. Hen e the routing s heme given
above an indeed work as planned with probability ex eeding 1 50 logn n .
From now on we will use the phrase \with high probability," abbreviated as whp, to
stand for \with probability approa hing 1 as n ! 1."
The multi-hop relaying s heme an therefore fun tion as planned whp.
4.8 The mean number of routes served by ea h ell

Re all that the straight line Li onne ts Xi and Yi, where Xi and Yi are independently
and uniformly distributed on S 2. By our assumption (V.ii) on the tessellation Vn, ea h ell
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2 Vn is ontained in a disk of radius no more than

q

400 log n .

(Note that the area of a disk
of radius  on S 2 is less than 2). This allows us to bound the probability that a line Li
interse ts a given ell V in Vn.

V

Lemma 4.9 For every line Li and ell V

n

2 Vn,

Prob (Line Li interse ts V )

s



5

log n :
n

As noted above, fromq property (V.ii) of the tessellation, every ell V 2 Vn is
e x from the disk, then the
ontained in a disk of radius 400nlog n . If Xi lies at a distan
q
angle subtended at X by the disk is no more than x6 logn n . The area of the se tor so
formed is no more than 27 . If Yi does not lie in this se tor, then the line Li joining Xi and
Yi annot interse t the disk ontaining the ell V . Hen e, for a point Xi at a distan e x from
q
the disk of radius 400nlog n ontaining the ellqV , the probability that the line onne ting Xi
and Yi interse ts the disk is no more than x8 logn n .
Sin e Xi is uniformly distributed on S 2, the
probability density that it is at a distan e x
q
from the disk is bounded above by 2 9 (x + 400nlog n ). Integrating, we obtain
Proof.

Prob (Li interse ts V ) 


0 s
Z p
p2400 log n  x8
n
s

5

1

log n A 2

log n :

n

0
9  x

s

1

+ 400nlog n A dx:

n

Let Ci denote the great ir le ontaining the line Li, i.e., the extension of the line so that
it wraps around the sphere. The same proof te hnique shows the following:
Lemma 4.10 For every great ir le Ci and ell V

2 Vn,

Prob (Great ir le Ci interse ts V )
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s

10

log n :
n

There being a total of n lines fLigni=1, one onne ting ea h Xi with Yi, the mean number
of lines or great ir les passing through a ell is bounded as below:
E [Number of lines in f

g interse ting a ell V ℄ 
E [Number of great ir les in fCi gni=1 interse ting a ell V ℄ 
Li ni=1

q

5 n log n;
q

10 n log n:

4.9 The a tual traÆ served by ea h ell

Above, sin e routes follow lines, we have bounded the mean number of routes passing through
ea h ell. However, what we need to bound is the a tual random number of routes served
by every ell.
To do this we make use of the riti al property that the sequen e f(Xi; Yi)g is i.i.d. Hen e,
so are the straight lines Li. This allows us to exploit uniform onvergen e in the law of large
numbers.
Re all that ea h ell V 2 Vn is ontained in a disk of radius 2(n). We will bound the
number of great ir les Ci interse ting su h disks of radius 2(n). This is learly an upper
bound on the number of lines Li passing through ells.
We transform the problem of ounting \interse tions" of disks of radius  with great
ir les into a \shattering" problem as follows. For every point z on S 2 let F (z) denote the
(unique) great ir le ontaining all points equidistant from it. This is akin to asso iating an
equator with a pole.
Given a great ir le C , the inverse of this map is not well de ned sin e every equator
has two poles. However, we arbitrarily hoose one of these two poles and designate it as the
inverse F 1(C ).
Consider a disk D of radius  entered at a point z on S 2. Let F (D) := [x2D F (x) denote
the set of all points whi h are within a distan e  from F (z); it is a band of width 2 around
the great ir le F (z). See Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Transforming great ir les interse ting disks into points lying in equatorial bands.
Let D denote the set of all disks on S 2. It is easy to see the following lemma and orollary.
Lemma 4.11 The great ir le C interse ts the disk D if and only if the point F 1 (C ) is
ontained in the band F (D).

C (D) denote the set of all great ir les whi h interse t D 2 D. The
VC-dimension of fC (D) : D 2 Dg is the same as the VC-dimension of fF (D) : D 2 Dg.

Corollary 4.1 Let

Let D0 denote the set of all great ir les stri tly smaller than hemispheres. To appeal to
uniform onvergen e in the law of large numbers we only have to show that the VC-dimension
of fF (D) : D 2 D0g is bounded. Note that for D 2 D0, ea h band F (D) is the interse tion
of two disks, ea h stri tly larger than a hemisphere. It is trivial that the VC-dimension of a
lass of sets is the same as the VC-dimension of the lass formed by the omplements of the
sets. It is also known (see Vidyasagar [17℄) that if A is a set of sets, and B onsists of sets
whi h are ea h obtained by interse ting two sets in A, then
VC-d(B)  10 VC-d(A):
Hen e we obtain:
Lemma 4.12 The VC-dimension of fF (D) : D
dimension of

D0 .
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2 D0g is no more than 10 times the VC-

In Lemma 4.7 we have already shown that the VC-dimension of D0 is 3. Hen e uniform
onvergen e in the weak law of large numbers holds, and we obtain the following:
Lemma 4.13 There is a Æ 0 (n) ! 0 su h that

Prob Vsup
( Number of lines Li interse ting V ) 
2V
n

!

q

5 n log n

 1 Æ 0 (n):

Note that if a ell ontains Yi, it needs to forward the pa ket to its nal destination Xdest(i) .
This nal destination is at most one hop away whp. Else, if a ell does not ontain Yi, then
the traÆ is relayed to the next ell. Hen e the traÆ handled by a ell is proportional to
the number of lines passing through it. Sin e ea h line Li arries traÆ of rate (n) bits/se ,
we have obtained the following bound:
Lemma 4.14 There is a Æ 0 (n) ! 0 su h that

Prob Vsup
(TraÆ
2V
n

q

needing to be arried by ell V )  5 (n) n log n

!

 1 Æ 0 (n):

4.10 Lower bound on throughput apa ity of Random Networks

From Lemma 4.4 we know that there exists a s hedule for transmitting pa kets su h that in
every (1 + 1) slots, ea h ell in the tessellation Vn gets one slot to transmit, and su h that
ea h transmission is re eived within a range r(n) of the transmitter. Thus the rate at whi h
ea h ell gets to transmit is 1+W 1 bits/se .
On the other hand, the rate at whi h ea h ell needs to transmit is less than 5(n)pn log n
whp.
With high probability, this rate an be a ommodated by all ells if it is less than the
rate available, i.e., if
q

5 (n) n log n
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 1 +W :
1

Moreover, within a ell, the traÆ to be handled by the entire ell an be handled by any
one node in the ell, sin e ea h node an transmit at rate W bits/se whenever ne essary. In
fa t one an even designate one node in ea h ell as a \relay" node. This node an handle
all the traÆ needing to be relayed. The other nodes an simply serve as sour es or sinks.
We have proved the following theorem, noting the linear growth of 1 in (1 + )2 in
Lemma 4.3, and the hoi e of  in Lemma 4.4 for the Physi al Model.
Theorem 4.1 (i) For Random Networks on S 2 in the Proto ol Model, there is a determinpn log n bits/se is
isti onstant > 0 not depending on n;  or W , su h that (n) = (1+)2 W
feasible whp.
(ii) For Random Networks on S 2 in the Physi al Model, there are deterministi onstants 0
0
pW ;
and 00 not depending on n; N; ; or W , su h that (n) =
1
00
(2( (3+ 1 + 2 2 )) 1 1)2 n log n
bits/se is feasible whp.

It should be noted that these throughput levels have been attained without subdividing the
wireless hannel into sub- hannels of smaller apa ity.
5 Random Networks: An upper bound on throughput
apa ity
Now we turn to the proof of the upper bound on the apa ity for Random Networks.
First we will show that that when the range is too small not every sour e will be able to
ommuni ate with its desired destination.
5.1 Asymptoti probability of an isolated node

From [10℄ we know that a ne essary ondition for onne qtivity whp for the problem of n
n+n , where  ! +1.
nodes strewn on a disk of unit area in the plane is r(n) = log n
n
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The S 2 setting here requires a slightly di erent treatment. The area of a disk of radius
r on S 2 is not r2 . A saving gra e in omparison to a disk on the plane is that there is no
need to onsider the tedious issue of edge e e ts.
Another subtle issue is that we may not need onne tivity of the entire graph. Stri tly
speaking, we only need that every sour e be able to ommuni ate with its hosen destination.
What we will show below is that dis onne tedness manifests itself by the presen e of isolated
nodes. These nodes will then be unable to ommuni ate with any other node. Hen e the
absen e of isolated nodes is indeed a ne essary ondition for feasibility of any throughput.
We re all two results from [10℄.
Lemma 5.1 (i) For any p 2 [0; 1℄

(1

p)  e p :

(ii) For any given   1, there exists p0 2 [0; 1℄, su h that

e

p

 (1 p);

for all

0  p  p0 :

If  > 1, then p0 > 0.

Lemma 5.2 If r2 (n) = log nn+ , then, for any xed  < 1 and for all suÆ iently large n
n(1 r2 (n))n 1  e  :

Given the n nodes, denote by G (n; r(n)) the graph whi h results from onne ting nodes
separated by a distan e less than r(n) by an edge. Let P (k)(n; r(n)); k = 1; 2; : : : denote the
probability that a graph G (n; r(n)) has at least one order-k omponent, i.e., a set of k nodes
whi h form a onne ted set, but whi h are not onne ted with any other node. Also, let
Pd (n; r(n)) denote the probability that G (n; r(n)) is dis onne ted.
The main ne essary ondition for the absen e of a single isolated node, and onsequently
also for onne tivity, is the following.
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Lemma 5.3 If r2 (n) = log nn+n where limn!1 n =  < +1, then

lim
inf P (1)(n; r(n)) 
n!1
lim
inf P (n; r(n)) 
n!1 d



1

 1



e
e

e



e






; and
:

Consider rst the ase where r2(n) = log nn+ for a xed . Consider P (1)(n; r(n)),
the probability that G (n; r(n)) has at least one order-1 omponent. Then
Proof.

P (1) (n; r(n))





n
X

P (fi is the only isolated node in G (n; r(n))g)

i=1
n 
X
i=1

n
X
i=1

P (fi is an isolated node in G (n; r(n))g)

X
j 6=i

P (fi and j



are isolated nodes in G (n; r(n))g)

P (fi is isolated in G (n; r(n))g)

n X
X
i=1 j 6=i

P (fi and j

are isolated in G (n; r(n))g):

(15)

Next we ompute the area A(r) of a disk of radius r on S 2. Note that the radius of the
sphere itself is r0 = p14 .
r

r0

φ(r)

Figure 6: Computing A(r), the area of a disk of radius r on a sphere of unit surfa e area.
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From (r) := r=r0 as indi ated in Figure 6, we get
A(r )

=
=
=

Z(r)

2r0(sin )r0 d

0

2r02(1 os (r))
1 ( 2 (r) 4(r) +   )
2 2 2 4 4!
= r2  3r +    :

Hen e

 2 r4

r2

3

Now

(16)

< A(r) < r2 :

P (fi is isolated in G (n; r(n))g)

= (1
> (1

(17)
A(r(n)))n 1
r2 (n))n 1 :

(18)

Also,
P (fi and j

isolated in G (n; r(n))g)

3 A(r(n)))n
2
+(1 A(2r(n)))(1 2A(r(n)))n 2;

< (A(2r(n)) A(r(n)))(1

2

(19)

where the rst term on the RHS above takes into a ount the ase where the distan e between
i and j is between r(n) and 2r(n). Substituting (18) and (19) in (15) and using (17), we get

 2 r 4 (n)
3 (r2(n) 2 r4(n)=3))n
P (1) (n; r(n))  n(1 r2 (n))n 1 n(n 1) (3r2 (n) +
)(1
3
2

2
2
4
n
2
+ (1 2(r (n)  r (n)=3)) :
Using Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, for r2(n) = log nn+ , and any xed  < 1 and ; 0 > 0, we have
P (1) (n; r(n))



 e  n(n 1) 3(1 + 0 )r2(n)e 23 (n 2)r2 (n) + (1 + 0)e
 e  (1 + )e 2 for all n > N (; ; ):
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2(n 2)r2 (n) 

2

Now, repla e  by n where limn!1 n = . Then, for any  > 0, n   +  for all
n  N 0 (). Also, the probability of an isolated node is monotone de reasing in . Hen e
P (1) (n; r(n))  e (+)

(1 + )e

2( )

for n  maxfN (; ;  + ); N 0 ()g. Taking limits,
lim
inf P (1) (n; r(n))  e
n!1

(+)

(1 + )e

2( ) :

Sin e this holds for all  > 0 and  < 1, and sin e P (1) (n; r(n))  Pd (n; r(n)), the results
follow.
Corollary 5.1 The asymptoti probability that graph G (n; r(n)) has an isolated node and is
dis onne ted is stri tly positive if r2 (n) = log nn+n and lim sup n < +1.
n

5.2 Upper bound on throughput apa ity of Random Networks

The key to the upper bound, as in the ase of Arbitrary Networks, is to note that ea h
transmission onsumes valuable area.
Lemma 5.4 The number of simultaneous transmissions on any parti ular sub- hannel is no
more than
in the Proto ol Model.

4
11  2 r2 (n)

Suppose node Xi in Figure 7 transmits su essfully to node Xj on the m-th subhannel. Then no other node Xk within a distan e r(n) of Xi an be simultaneously
re eiving a separate transmission on the same sub- hannel due to the requirements (3) and
(4) and the triangle inequality.
Proof.
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Xi

< (1+ ∆)r(n)
< r(n)
Xk

< ∆ r(n)

Xj

Figure 7: Xk annot re eive at the same time as Xj on the same sub- hannel.
Hen e disks of radius r2(n) entered at ea h re eiver on the m-th sub- hannel are disjoint.
Sin e the area of ea h su h disk is 11 42r2(n) , it follows that the network an support no
more than 11 42r2 (n) simultaneous transmissions on the m-th sub- hannel.
Noting that ea h transmission over the m-th sub- hannel is of Wm bits/se , by adding
all the transmissions taking pla e at the same time over all the M sub- hannels, we see that
they annot total more than 1142 r2(n) PMm=1 Wm = 1142 r2(n) W bits/se in the Proto ol
Model.
Now let L denote the mean length of a line onne ting two independently and uniformly
distributed points on S 2. Then the mean length of the path of pa kets is at least L o(1)
sin e there is always a node within a distan e o(1) of a point on the sphere whp. (This was
shown in Lemma 4.8). Thus the mean number of hops taken by a pa ket is at least Lr(on(1)) .
Sin e ea h sour e generates (n) bits/se , there are n sour es, and ea h bit needs to be
relayed on the average by at least Lr(on(1)) nodes, it follows that the total number of bits/se
n(n)
served by the entire network needs to be at least (L o(1))
.
r(n)
To ensure that all the required traÆ is arried, we therefore need
4W :
(L o(1))n(n) 
r (n)
11  2 r2 (n)
Thus,
(n)

 212nrW(n) :
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q

From the previous se tion we know that r(n) > lognn is ne essary to guarantee onne tivity
whp. Hen e we obtain the following upper bound:
Theorem 5.1 For Random Networks on S 2 under the Proto ol Model, there is a deterministi onstant 0 < +1, not depending on n;  or W , su h that
0

W
p
lim
Prob
(

(
n
)
=
n!1
2 n log n is feasible) = 0:

Note that just as in Theorem 4.1 the number of sub- hannels is irrelevant.
For the Physi al Model, the upper bound is as follows.
Theorem 5.2 For Random Networks on S 2 under the Physi al Model, there is a deterministi sequen e (n) ! 0, not depending on N; ; or W , su h that
s

8
lim
Prob
(

(
n
)
=
n!1
 L (

W
1

1)

1 +p(n) is feasible) = 0;
n

 is the mean distan e between two points independently and uniformly distributed on
where L
the unit area surfa e of the sphere.
q
In Se tion 2 we have shown that 8 W pn bit-meters/se is an upper bound on
the transport apa ity for an Arbitrary Network under the Proto ol Model. We will now
show that any upper bound on the transport apa ity for Arbitrary Networks under the
Proto ol Model is also an upper bound on the transport apa ity for Random Networks
under the Physi al Model. This will prove the assertion sin e there are n nodes, ea h having
its destination at least L o(1) meters away on average.
Consider any set of su essful simultaneous transmissions under the Physi al Model for
Random Networks. If Xi is su essfully transmitting to Xj over a the m-th sub- hannel, at
the same time that Xk is also su essfully transmitting to X` over the same sub- hannel,

Proof.
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then from (5),
P

jXi Xj j
P
jXk Xj j

 ;

and so
jXk Xj j  (1 + )jXi Xj j;

where  := ( 1 1). Hen e any set of simultaneous transmissions feasible for Random
Networks under the Physi al Model is also feasible in the Proto ol Model for Arbitrary
Networks. Thus the upper bound on the transport apa ity for the latter also holds for the
former.
6 Throughput apa ity of Random Networks on planar
disk
The reader may wonder if the apa ity is mu h di erent when the network is lo ated on a
disk in the two-dimensional plane, rather than on the surfa e of a sphere. The key issue
is whether hot spots reated at the enter of the domain by several origin-destination pairs
routing their traÆ through the enter will make it a bottlene k. The answer is no. The
order of the apa ity is un hanged for the Proto ol Model, and the earlier orders for the
lower and upper bounds for the Physi al Model ontinue to hold.
Clearly the arguments for the earlier upper bounds still hold, in view of the same ne essary
ondition on the radius for onne tivity (see [10℄) in Random Networks under the Proto ol
Model, and the same redu tion of Random Networks under the Physi al Model to Arbitrary
Networks under the Proto ol Model.
The riti al issue is to show that the earlier lower bounds an still be a hieved. We show
this by using the same tessellation based s heme as on S 2. Let G be the disk of unit area on
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the plane on whi h the nodes are randomly lo ated. Note that just as on S 2, the probability
q
that a randomly hosen line on G interse ts a disk of radius 2(n) is no more than 5 logn n .
This applies even to disks of radius 2(n) in the enter of G . Thus, no unduly hot spots are
expe ted to o ur at the enter of the domain G .
The key result to show however is that with high probability no hot spots are reated
anywhere. That is, we need to show the analog of Lemma 4.13 that the number of lines
interse ting every ell is less than 5pn log n whp. Lemma 4.11 and Corollary 4.1 are not
appli able any more sin e we are not on S 2. However we an ir umvent this problem as
follows.
We map G into a large sphere of radius M by using an inversion map f (). Consider a
straight line L on G . Let f (L) denote the urve on S 2 whi h is the image of the line, and
let g(L) denote the orresponding geodesi on S 2 onne ting the two end points. When M
is large enough, every su h f (L) deviates from g(L) by no more than a distan e (n). That
is, the distortion between the images of straight lines on the disk and the geodesi s is very
small.
Consider now a ell V  G of the tessellation Vn of G . It is ontained in a disk D of
radius 2(n). This disk is mapped into another disk A = f (D)  S 2. Let A0  S 2 be a disk
in S 2 with the same enter as A, but with a radius 2(n) larger than that of A. It follows
that a straight Li on G interse ts the disk D only if the orresponding geodesi g(Li) on
S 2 interse ts the disk A0 . (The reason is that the enlargement of the radius of A a ounts
for the distortion involved in repla ing the images of straight line by geodesi s). We have
already shown in Se tion 4.9 that the uniform law of large numbers holds for the probability
of randomly hosen geodesi s interse ting disks. Mapping ba k into D on the plane shows
that the uniform upper bound on the number of straight lines passing through the disks of
radius 2(n) applies with high probability.
Thus the same results for the apa ity ontinue to hold.
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Theorem 6.1 For Random Networks on a planar disk of unit area, the results of Theorems 4.1, 5.1, and 5.2 ontinue to hold, ex ept that in Theorem 5.2, L is the mean distan e
between two points independently and uniformly distributed in the planar disk of unit area.

7 Con luding remarks
We have shown that under a Proto ol Model of non-interferen e, the apa ity of wireless
networks with n randomly lo ated nodes ea h apable of transmitting at W bits/se and
employing a ommon range, and ea h with randomly hosen and therefore likely far away
destination, is ( pnWlog n ). This is true whether the nodes are lo ated on the surfa e of a
three dimensional sphere or on a planar disk. Even when the nodes are optimally pla ed in a
disk of unit area, and the range of ea h transmission is optimally sele ted, a wireless network
annot provide a throughput of more than ( pWn ) bits/se to ea h node for a distan e of the
order of 1 meter away. In fa t, summing over all the bits transported, a wireless network on a
disk of unit area in the plane annot transport a total of more than (W pn) bit-meters/se ,
irrespe tive of how the load is distributed. Under a Physi al Model of non-interferen e, the
lower bounds are the same as those above for the Proto ol Model, while the upper bounds
on throughput are ( pWn ) for Random Networks and ( nW1 ) for Arbitrary Networks.
Splitting the hannel into several sub- hannels does not hange any of these results.
These results have some impli ations that designers may want to onsider. Perhaps e orts
should be targeted at designing networks with small numbers of nodes.
On the positive side, the results show that modulo further medium a ess or adaptive
routing restri tions, ommuni ation with nearby neighbors at onstant bit rates an be
provided in a dense lusters of nodes, sin e the sour e-destination distan es then shrink in
s aled length as O( p1n ). This shows that s enarios envisaged in olle tions of smart homes, or
networks with mostly lose range transa tions and sparse long range demands, are feasible.
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We have not onsidered in this paper the additional burden in oordinating a ess to
the wireless hannel, and the additional burden aused by mobility and link failures and the
onsequent need to route traÆ in a distributed and adaptive way. These an only further
throttle apa ity. It would be useful to quantify these additional burdens.
Another issue to be studied is delay. This will arise when the traÆ is bursty or when
nodes are mobile. These two sour es of delay are markedly di erent.
Finally, spatial dire tivity in the antennas or beamforming will be advantageous in inreasing the spatial on urren y of transmissions, sin e wireless networks an then behave
like wired ones. Ephremides [18℄ has analyzed the medium a ess problem for a single hannel and shown that when only ternary feedba k from the hannel an be used to s hedule
transmissions, the throughput of ollision free su essful transmissions is the same as in
the usual omni-dire tional ase. When node lo ations and demands are known and do not
have to be gured out purely from ternary feedba k, transmissions an be advantageously
s heduled so that ollisions are avoided, and the throughput an onsequently be in reased.
However, this is a hallenging proposition sin e transmissions from nodes will have to be
arefully or hestrated. Su h s hemes may pose some te hnologi al hallenges though for low
ost networks.
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